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Abstract 
This thesis consists of two independent chapters. The first chap-
ter deals with universal algebra. It is shown, in von Neumann-Bernays-
G8de1 set theory, that tree images of partial algebras exist in arbi-
trary varieties. It follows f:ran this, as set-canp1ete Boo1ea.n alge-
bras form a variety, that there exist f:ree set-canp1ete Boo1ean alge-
bras on any cl.ass of generators. This appears to contradict a well-
known resul.t of A. Hal.es and H. Ga.if'man, stating that there is no com-
p1ete Boo1ean algebra on any infinite set of generators. However, it 
does not, as the algebras constructed in this chapter a.re al1owed to be 
proper classes. The second chapter deals with positive e1ementary in-
ductions. It is shown that, in any reasonab1e structure !1Jt, the 
inductive closure ordinal of!IJl is admissible, by showing it is equal to 
an ordinal measuring the saturation of ~· This is also used to show 
that non-recursi ve1y saturated models of the theories ACF, RCF, and OOF 
have inductive closure ordinals greater than w• 
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CHAPrER 1 Free Algebras in Von Neumann-Bermcys-GBd.el. Set Theory 
In 1962, A. Ha1es and H. Gaitman independently proved the :follow-
ing theorem: 
Theorem 1 I:t K is a regular cardinal., there is ~ :tree set {", oo) -dis-
tri buti ve complete Boolean algebra on a set of K generators. 
In view ot this resu1t, an existence theorem along these lines can 
only be obtained by allowing Bool.ean algebras which are proper cl.a.ases. 
In tact, tbe tollOW'ing theorem can be established without much dif'ti-
cul.ty in a strong enough set theory, tor example Morse-Kelley, which 
:freely allows quantification over classes. 
Theorem 2 Let E be a cl.ass of' equations in the type ot set-compl.ete 
Bool.ean algebras. It the Bool.ean algebra ! satisfies the equations E, 
then for e;n;y cl.ass x, there is a class X' equipollent with X such that 
there is a :tree E-set-complete Boolean aJ.aebra on X'. 
It will be shown in this chapter how resu1ts of this kind can be 
obtained in the weak.er set theory ot von Neumann-Bern&¥s-G8del (Km). 
In fact, the foll.owing general resu1t is proved in NEG which 
easily gives Theorem 2 aa a corol.l&ry. 
Theorem 3 Let T be a class similarity type. Let E be a c1ass ot equa-
tions in type T. Then, it A is a partial &18ebra of type Ti there exists 
a v(E)-:tree image of /A. 
Thia theorem partially generalizes the following known result i-rom 
universal. algebra [Pierce]. 
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Theorem 4 Let ,. be a aet similarity type. Let !I be a class of set 
partial. algebras, cl.osed under set products and suba.l.gebraa. Then, if 
IA is a set partial. algebra of type Ti there is an '!I' -free image of /A. 
§1. Free images of partial. a.l.gebras 
In this chapter, ve will work in the axiom system HB3A (von Neu-
mann-Bernays-G8del with atana) [see Rubin] + PR, where PR is: 
There is a l.1m.i ted formula qi, a class Z such that for any nonempty 
cl.ass Y, there is a unique set x such that~~ x ~Y, and ~(x,Y,Z). 
(See [Rubin&: Rubin] for a weaker form of PR, and some of its uses.) 
Uses of PR vill usually be as follows : we will have classes Yab' 
tor (a,b) in some index class I, and we will say that we construct sets 
xab' such that ~ , xab ~ Yab' by defining xab as the unique x such that 
~(x,Yab'Z) bialda. 
Because of the restrictions of this set theory, and the extension 
of the concept of 'a}8ebra' we will use, we must redefine 'algebra' • 
First, we note that we can define an indexed collection of' cl.asses 
((A~)) e€B' as in [Rubin], so that we can recover B and each Ae from 
((Ae>>a€B' even if they a.re proper classes. 
Definition 1 .1 A class T is a similarity ~if T is a tunction. 
Definition 1 .2 If T is a similarity type, a partial algebra of tn>e T 
is a system/A= ((A1 ((Fj))j€~(T))) (abbreviated ((A; Fj))j€~(T)) such 
that each Fj is a function from some subclass of AT(j) to A. If each 
~(Fj) • AT(j), A is called an abstract algebra of tyPe T• 
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Definition 1 .3 If' ,. is a similarity type, and X is a class, then w,.x 
(the words of' ,. With variables X) is the smallest class W such that - - -
1) If' u € X, then (O,u) (read xu) € W 
2) If' j € ~(,.), and w € W,.(j), then ((1,j),w) (read tj(w)) € W. 
Note: This definition is not al.lowed in NIDA, as we cannot prove that 
w,.x exists directly, but it can easily be modified to work proper~ as 
follows: Fix ,.,x as above. For a~,., x ~ X, a and x sets, let w be 
aX 
the small.est set w satisfying 
1 ') If' u € x, (O,u) € w. 
and 
2') If' j €~(a), and t € wT(J), then ((1,j~, t) € w. 
Let W,.X = LJ w • 
OC: ,. ax 
~ 
Definition 1.4 Let ,.,x be as in definition 1 .3. We can then define 
opet'ations on w,.x by letting Fj(w) = tj(w) if' (j,y) £ ,. and w € (W,.x)Y. 
The algebra ((W,.x; Fj))j€~(,.) is called the~ algebra w,.x· 
For/A• ((A; Fj))j€~(,.) a (partial) algebra of type,., w € w,.x' 
and v a tunction trom X to A, we define: 
Definition 1 .5 The value of' w ~ v in IA, written V~ (w,v) by set in-
duction: 
i) V&1A(~1 v) = v(u) 
ii) Va1A(tj(w),v) = Fj(V&3,A(·,v) • w) (if' defined). 
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(See note following definition 1.3) 
For f'uture reference, we will also need some standard concepts in 
universal algebra. 
Definition 1.6 Let IA= ((A; Fj))je~(~) be a partial algebra of type T· 
A) If B ~A, we define A ~ B (the restriction of IA to B) • 
((B; Fj n (BT(j) X B)})· 
B) If er ~ T1 we define IA i a (the reduct of A to er) = 
C) If T ~ "' and er is a similarity type, we define A t a1 the ~ 
* pa.nsion of IA to a 1 as a partial algebra ((A; Fj))je~(a)of type a 1 so 
that 
j E ~(T) 
j E .i)(a) -~(T)• 
Note that, if all concepts are defined, if /A is a partial algebra of 
type T, then (/A t a) r T • IA. 
Most algebraic concepts can be defined in the conventional manner; 
however, we must redefine [X]A, the subalgebra of/A generated by x. 
Definition 1. 7 Let A be a partial algebra of type Ti X £;;A. Then [X]IA, 
the subalgebra ~IA generated by X, is 
We can now define the ma.in concept used in this chapter. 
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Definition 1 .8 Let T be a similarity type. Let IA be a partial algebra 
of' type T· Let IP be a property of partial algebras of' type T• A pair 
({IB1 c)) is called a IP-~ image of IA if' the :following four conditions 
hold: 
1) IP (IB)holds i.e., 18 has property P. In particular, 18 is a par-
tial algebra of type T• 




4) If It has the property IP, and cp is a homomorphism f'rom /A to a:, 
there is a homomorphism + f'rom 18 to a: such that + • c .. cp· 
Definition t. 9 If, in definition t .8, c is id ~A, then 18 is a IP-f'ree 
extension of IA. 
Definition 1.10. If, in definition 1.8, c is 1-1, then ((181 a)) is a IP-
~quasi-extension £!'._A. 
Definition 1.11 Let X be a class, and let :le'• ({X ;) ) be an algebra of 
type ~. If IB is a P-f'ree extension of :lf t .,., IB is a IP-f'ree algebra on x. 
I will now give sane examples of the above concepts. 
Example 1 Suppose we have groups G11 G2, considered as algebras of type 
-1 
{(· 1 2)1 ( 1 1)} 1 with a common subgroup H • G1 n G2 • 
_, -1 
Let IA = ({G1 U G2 ; • G U • G , G1 U G ) ) . Then a group-free ex-1 2 2 
tension o:f /A is the f'ree product G1 *H G2 • 
Example 2 The free group on a set X is the group-tree algebra on x. 
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Exainp1e 5 Suppose we have groups G1, G2 with G1 n G2 = ¢, and an iso-
-1 morphism q> :from H ~G1 into G2 . Let T = {$·,2), ( 1 1), (i1 1)}· Let IP 
< 
-1 be the property of algebras ( G; ·, , i >) of type T that 
i) -1 ({G; ·, )) is a group, and 
ii) i • id t G. 
-1 -1 
Let IA • ((G1 U G2 ; • G U • G , G U G , cp) ), a partia1 algebra ot , 2 , 2 
type T• Then ((G1 *H G2, a1 U 0'2 )) is a IP-tree image ot IA, where c:ri is 
the natura1 map :from Gi into G1 *H G2 • 
We will now derive some simp.le properties of tree images. 
Lemma 1 Let ((18, a)> be a IP-tree image of IA, and .let C:, cp be as in con-
dition 4 of definition 1.8. Then the t of that condition is unique. 
Proof: Suppose tit' satisfy condition 4. !'ix a b € B. By condition 5 
of 1.8, b .. V~(w,v) for some may v into a"A. 
Claim: t • v • t' • v. 
Proof: Fix t € ~(v). v(t) • c(a) for some a€ A. Hence, 
t • v(t) -= t(v(t)) • tCa(a)) = cp(a) • t'(a(a)) .. t'(v(t)) IC t'. v(t). ~ 
So, t(b) = t(Va1e(w,v)) 
IC V&l~(w, t • v) 
• Va.le (w, t' • v) 
• t'(VL1e(w,v)) 
- •' (b) 
( t is a homomorphism) 
(claim) 
( t / is a homomorphism) 
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Lemma 2 It ((B1 er))1 ((S',er')) are IP-free images ot~, then there is an 
isomorphism + : B ~ B' such that t • a .. er'. 
Proof: As ({131 cr) \ is a IP-free image ot A, and er' is a hanomorphism 
from IA to an algebra IB' satisfying IP, there is a hanomorphism t from IB 
to IB' such that t • a• a'. Similarly, there is a homomorphism t' fran 
IB' to B such that t' • a' • a• So, t' • t 
with a: • B, cp • ai we get +' • t s: id t B. 
so that t is an isomorphism from 13 to IB'. 
~2. Pierce's Theorem 
• er a:: id • <1• From lemma 1, 
Similarly t • t' -= id t B', 
1 
Theorem 2. 1 [Lemma 4. 1 • 5 of [Pierce] ] • Let T be a similarity type 
which is a set. Let ll be a class of set partial algebras of type Ti 
closed under set products and subalgebras. Then, if IA is a set partial 
algebra of type T, and F is the property of belonging to u, then we can 
construct a IP-free image of IA. 
The reasons I Will prove this theorem here, are that I am. not using 
the a.xi.an of choice here, as Pierce does, and that this proof, but not 
Pierce's can be modif'ied into a proof of the main theorem in Morse-Kel-
ley set theory. 
Proof: The main step ot the proof, as in [Pierce], consists of showing 
that there is a (possibly empty) ~ of pairs f(l\1, Cl'i) : 1 € I1 such 
that 
(i) /Ai € 91 
(ii) cpi is homomorphism fran /A to /Ai' and Cl'i "A generates Ai in /Ai. 
(iii) If C € ~, and cp is a homomorphism frcm /A to a:, there is i € I, 
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and a monomorphism e f'ran Ai to C, such that cp • a o cpi. 
Let r be the congruence relation on IWTA generated by 
tj((xai)i€T(j» = xb whenever Fj((ai)i€,.(j)) = b in I\. (The notation 
( ) i€I x1 indicates the :function defined on I which tor each i € I, takes 
the value xi.) Let I .. {6 : 6 is a congruence relation on rw,.A' 6 ;a r, 
and IWTA/6 € tI}. For 6 € I, let A6 .. WTA/6, a.nd let cpA be defined so 
that cp6 (a) = [xa]6 • 
Property 1) above is clear. Property ii) follows f'rom the fact 
that cp6 is a homomorphism f'rom /A to A6 by construction. To show prop-
erty iii), suppose C = ((C; Hj))j€~(T) is am, and cp is a hanomorphism 
from /A to ¢. Let 6 • ( (w1 ,w2 ) : w1, w2 € WTA and Valle (w1, cp) = 
Val¢ (w2, c:p) J. 6 ~ r, as cp is a homomorphism, and e s: Vala: ( ·, cp)/ 6 clear-
ly satisfies the condition of property iii). 
To complete the proof, let ID -= %€~6• Let CT be defined f'rom IA to 
D so that a(a)(6) • cp6 (a). Define B • [ <Y"A ]ID, and IB .. ID ~ B. I claim 
that ({IB1 a)) is a IP-f'ree image of /A. Property 1) holds because 18 £ 3Gm= 
~· Properties 2) and ~) hold by construction. Property 4) holds, as 
follows: Suppose a: € VI, and cp is a homomorphism fran /A to a:. By prop-
erty iii) there is a 6. £ I, and a monomorphism a f'rom 1A
6 
to a:, such 
that~• 9 • ~6. Let t be defined on B by l(b) ~ e(b(6)). Then, for 
a€ A, tCa(a)) - e(a(a)(6.)) - a(~6(a)) = cp(a). 
~3. The main result 
Theorem 3.1 Let T be a similarity type. Let Ebe a cl.ass of equat i ons 
in W v· Let /A be a partial algebra ot type ,. • Then there exists a 
'T' 
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y(E)-free image of /A. 
Proof: We Will define a directed class of partial algebras IB for 
x,s 
sets x c A, s c T and maps .i. yt : IB ... IB such that lim IB = IB - - 'xs; x,s y,t ~ x,s 
is the y(E)-free image of A. 
For x c_ A, s c_ T, let A = A ~ s ~ x, and let ((18 ,ciL ) ) be the 
XS XS TXS 
y(E n W v)-free image of IA , as described in Theorem 2.1. For xc_Yc_A, 
S XS 
s £;t £;Ti consider the map+: x ... IByt defined by tCa) = qlyt(a). It is 
easy to see that t is a hanomorphism fran Axs to IByt l s, and hence, 
fran the fact that < (IB 1 ClL ) ) is a y(E n w ;v) -free image of IA 1 there 
X8 TXS x XS 
is a unique hallanorphism •xs ;yt : IBxs ... Byt l s such that *xs ;yt • ~ = ;. 
Now we consider the direct limit: 
If a. E Bxs' b E Byt, z ~ A, and u ~ T, we say 
a. •zu b if x,y ~ z; s,t cu; and, •- (a) .., - xs;zu 
* We stcy" a = b if there exist z and u such that a •zu b. Let B = 
lL B • 
~A1l~T XS 
* Claim 1: s is an equival.ence relation on B • 
* Proof: = is reflexive on B 1 because if a E Bxs' then 
•xs;xs(a) • +xs;xs(a), so a ~xs a. 
w is clearly symmetric, so we must show that ~ is transitive. Sup-
pose a E Bxs' b € Bx's'' c E Bx's•' a ~yt b, and b §zu c. We claim a 
~ ~n. c as follows: 
YUZ1 "'V ... 
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+xs;YLJZ,tuu (a)• •yt;ytJz,tuu <•xs;yt (a)) 
• tvr. •YlJz -t-Jn1 (+x'....1,·yt (b)) 
oT - ' ' vu... tr 
"' •zu;ytJz,tt_1u (+x's';zu (b)) 
• *zu;ytJz,ttJu (~x*s*;zu (c}} 
• tx*s* ;ytJz,ttJu (c) · 
* We wou1d like to use B • B /e, but we can't because equiva.lence 
classes a.re proper classes. However, using PR we can select from each 
equivalence class a canonical element, and B will then consist of ~hose 
elements. 
Claim 2: If' a !! b, we can construct, from a and b, z ~A and u s;;;,. 
such that a !!! b. 
ZU 
Proof: Let W = {(z,u~ : a EzubJ. By PR we can construct a non-empty 
set w s:;; W. Let z .. U .Q ( w), and u "" UR ( w) . It is now clear that 
a e b. zu 




* a e a 
* * If' a E b, then a "" b • 
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* * Proof: For a fixed a E B , let [a] • {b £ B : a !: b}. Using PR, we 
can construct a non-empty set w ~ [a] • By claim 1 , for each 
b,b' E w, b •a Eb', sob• b'. Hence, by claim 2, we can construct 
zbb'' ubb' such that b = b'. 
zbb''~b' 
Lb, b, ew ~b,. It follows as in the proof of transitivity in claim 1 , 
that, for b,b' e w, b syt b'. Hence if b E Bxs' b' E Bx's'' then 
•xs;yt (b) • •x's':yt (b'). * Denote this common value by a • 
Property (i) above follows :from claim 1. Property (ii) follows 
* from the fact t.tla.1' a vu constructed from [a]; hence if a !! b, [a] • 
* * [ b], so a • b • 
* * We can finally define B : B • {a : a E B }· 
* We will now define the operations of ,. on B 
Definition 3 • 1 * x suppose (F,x) E ,., and b E (B ) • For y E x, suppose 
Let w .. U zy' and t • { (F, x} J U U u • 
yEX YEX y 
Let b' be the 
(coordinate-wise) image of b in Bwt (using the t 's). Define 
F * (b) = Fa (b'). 
IB ..,wt 
Claim 4: *x If (F,x} E ,., b,c E (B), and band care coordinate-wise e, 
then F *(b) s F *(c). 
lB B 
Proof: By claim 2, for y € x we can construct \. ~A, vy s; T such that 
by !!\r'vy cy. Let (simil.ar to det'inition 3.1) w' .. l!rex \.' and 
t' • {(F,x}} u L~Exvy. Let d be the common (coordinate-vise) image of 
b and c in (Bw't')x. 
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SUbclaim 4.1 F * (b) E F * (d). 
lB IB 
Proof: Let w,t,b' be as defined in definition 3.1. It is then c1ear 
tbat w s; w' and t ~ t'. From definition 3.1, F * (b) = FB (b') and 
IB wt 
F * (d) • Fm (d). 
B w't' 
It follows from properties of the + 's, that 
• b' - d. wt;w't' • Hence, as twt;w't' is a homomorphism from mwt to 
Sim11arly, F * (c) E F * (d), so, by claim 1, F * (b) E F * (c) ~ 
B lB lB B 
In view of cl.aim 4, we can define operation on B. 
Definition 3.2 If (F,x) E Tl b E (B)x, define FIB (b) - (Fe* (b)) . 
* Definition 3.3 If a€ A, ~(a) = (~{a),¢ (a)) • 
Claim 5: ((IB,~)~ is a v(E)-free image of /A. 
Proof: There are four conditions in definition 1 .8 to be verified. 
(1) P(B) ho1ds, i.e., B satisfies the equations in E. 
Suppose the equation e • 'w1 = w2 • is in E; let the sett consist 
of the operation symbols occuring in e, and let x be the set of variable 
symbols occuring in e. suppose r is a :function tran x to B. We must 
show: 
Let g and h be defined on x so that f(v) e Bg(v), h(v) for all vex. 
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Let y • Llv-Ex g(v), and u • T ~ t U LlvEx h(v). Le'& f' be the image o"f f 
in e . yu 
It "follows trom cl.aim 4 (and definition 1 .2, and a simpl.e inductico 
argument) that 
(3.2) Val.B* (w1,t) s Vale* (w1,r
1




and aimilarl.y for w
2
• But, as Byu was defined as a f'ree image, its 
property 1 impl.ies that 
and so 




,r1 ) (5.2) 
.v~ (w2, f') (3.3) yu 
• Val. * (w2 , f') IB 
(3 .2) 
It can be shown, using definition 3 .2 and cl.aim 4, that 
(5.5) VaJ. (w,f) I! Val* (w,1·). 
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Hence, using (3.4) and (3.5) we obtain 
(3.6) V&.1e (w1,t) Ev~ (w2,r), which impl.ies (3.1), as B sel.ected a 
* representative of each equiva.lence cl.ass of B • 
(2) cp is a hanomorphia f'rom It. to IB. 
~ (property 1) 
We must show i:;hat far any (F,x) E Ti f E Ax, if FA (f) is defined, 
then 
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Let y • R(f) U (FA(f)J, and t = ((F,x)J. Then: 
F
18
(cp o f) s F * 
IB 
(cp • f) (definition 3.2) 
EF* 
IB 
(~. f') (clailll 4) 
• ~B (Cllyt • f) (definition 3.1) 
Yt 
• CPyt (FA (f)) (property 2 ot definition 
3.8 for ((Byt' Cflyt))) 
= q:i (liA (f)) (definition 3.3) 
Thia shows equivalence of the sides ot (3.7), and hence equality. 
~ (property 2) 
(3) cp'~ generates B. 
Suppose b E 18, then B € lBxs tor some x £;: A, s <,; 'T'. From property 
3 tor lB , we bave m.. __ " x generated IB • Hence, there is a word w € W , 
XS TXJI XS sx 
such that b • V~ (w,Cl'x
8
). But then: 
XS 
b • Ve.L (w1 cp ) -~XS XS 
= Val * (w,cp r x) 
B 
s Val~ (w,~ ~ x), 
and as before equality must hold. 
(claim 4) 
~ (property 3) 
( 4) It «: satisfies E, and v is a homomorphism f'rom IA to ¢ / tnere is a 
homomorphism t :t'rom B to e such that t • cp .. v· 




(3.8) Vxs .. Y ~ x. 
Since G: satisfies E n WBV I by property 4 of definition 1.8 there is 
a hanomorpbism •xs : B -+ G: l s such that 
XS 
* * Now define ~ : IB -+ ¢ (not necessaril.y a hananorpbism) by 
(3.10) * t '"' Llx, s txs · 
We now need an auxiliary resu1t: 
* * * Subc1ai.m5.1 If b1 c EB 1 and b !:! c, then t (b) .. t (c). 
Proof: suppose b E B , c e Byt, and b a c. 
XS ZU Let d"" t (b) = xs;zu 
* * It is sufficient to show that ,. (b) -== t (d), as the proof that 
* * +( c) .. ; ( d)) is similar. We need to show that the adjoining diagram 
canmutes. We a.lre&dy know that all circuits except the bottom 18 ,18 ,q: 
XS ZU 






( 3 • 1 1 ) 't 
/ 
xs = tzu • txa ; zu • 
To show 't / xs • 'txa' we will show that 't 'xs aatisties property 4 of 
definition 1 .8. Since that t is unique by lemma 1 or §1, we have 
* * v' xs "'" txs' a.nd t (b) = 'txs (b) • ( xs(b) • 'tzu (d) = t (d) • 
We have: 
J.' ...... en_ __ .. .Lzu • .a. • rn 
' AD TXB • •xs ;zu "'XS 
(3. 11) 
.. +zu • <crzu t x) (definition t ) xs;zu 
• Vzu ~ x (3.9) 
(3 .8) 
Hence t' xs satisfies the defining property (4) of •xs' hence, by 
Lemma 1 of §1 , t' = t • 
XS XS 
* * Hence, 't (b) = "txs(b) • 't'x
8
(o)"" +zu(d)"' '41 (d) .. (simil.&rily) 
* * (c) ~ Subclaim 5.1 
We now define 
( 3. 12) * t • t t B. 
We must show that t is a homomorphism from IB to C. Fix 
x (F,x) e Ti and b EB. Let w, t, b' be as 1n definition s.1. Then: 
{SUbclaim 5.1, definition 3.2) 
* = t (FIBwt. (b')) {definition S.1) 
= Fa:(*wf • b') {definition •wt) 
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* • F~(t • b') (3.10) 
* • Ft ( ~ • b) (Subclaim 5. 1) 
=Fe(+ • b) (3.12) 
Hence t is a homomorphism, as asserted. All that remains to be shown 
is that 't • cp = V• To de> this, note that for & E A, 





1 (property 4) 
1 cl.aim 5 
1 Theorem 
To use Theorem 3.1 to get resu1ts invo1ving more famil.ia.r algebras, 
we need tbe following 1emma: 
LemrmL 1 Let,. be the type {('v',2)1 u {(Vz,z) z a set}. Let Econ-
sist of' the following equations in W : 
TOO 
(E 1z) xv'{ (x)tez • x , z a. set 
{ ) tez ( )te:z (E 2z) y v \'z Jtt -= Y v Vz ~ , z a set 
(E 3zy) xy V Vz (xt) tez .. Vz (xt) tez , y e z sets 
(E 4) x v x = x 
(E 5) x v y .. y v x 
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(E 6) (x v y)v z "' x v (y v z). 
Then there is an exact correspondence between set-complete join 
semi-lattices IA • ((A ;v)) and algebras of type T satisfying the equa-
* t€Z tions E; by IA · • ((A;v, Vz)) defined by Vz(at) = V [at : t€z}. 





* If h\ is a set-compl.ete join semi-lattice, then /A ~ E 
It 18 ~E, IB of type Ti then Bi {('v',2)) is a set-compl.ete 
join semi-lattice 
* It IB ~E, then IB • (IB i(('v',2)}) 
* It IA is a set-canplete join semi-l.attice, then IA :a IA i 
(('v',2)1· 
In order to show (1) suppose A be a set-complete join semi-lattice. 
* Equations E 1 -3 for IA follow from properties of the V operation on 
A, while E 4-6 are the defining equations of a semi-lattice. 
In order to show (2) suppose B ~ E. Cl.early B' = B i ( (v;2)) is a 
semi-lattice, as IB ~ E4 - E6. Suppose z ~ B. I claim 
(4.1) a• (Vz)IB (id ~ z) is Vz in IB'. If b € z, then 
bva • b v V (t) tu (4. 1) z 
• v_ (t) tu (E 3zb) 
z 
• a (4. 1), 
so b < a. It c is such that 
(4.2) b ~ c tor a:Ll b E z, then 
cva. c c V Vz (t) tez 
c C V V (cvt)tEZ 
z 




( 4. 1) 
(E 2z) 
(4 .2) 
(E 1 z), 
so a< c. Hence V(z) c a in B', as was to be shown. 
In order to show (3) suppose 18 ~ E. Let B' be as in (2). We must show 
that, for z a set, and f a function from z to B, 
(Vz)IB (f). However, & similar argument to that in (2) above shows that 
\fu 1{f(t) : t E z} • (Vz)IB (t). Hence 
Property (4) is clear. 
Using this lemma. we can describe a set-complete Boolean algebra as 
an algebraic system as follows: 
Let T - {(A,2), ~v,2), (',1), (O,O), (1,0)} u 
f (/\,z), (Vz,z)} (z a set). A partial algebra of type T will be called a 
partia.l set-complete Boolean algebra (p s-cBa). An algebra 
e • ((B; A1V1 ', 0,1, /\z' 'Vz))z a set of type Tis a set-canplete Boolean 
algebra (s-c.Ba) if' 
(1) ((B;A1 V1 ', 0,1)) is a Boolean algebra. 
(2) 13 satisfies the equations of' lemma 1 f'or both A and v. 
Theorem 4 .1 Let IA be a p s-c:ea., and suppose IA'• ((A ; Ai y, ', o, 1)) is a 
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Boolean algebra, and the partial operations Ar.' Vz of A are preserved in 
IA', i.e., if' b .. /\z(at\£z is defined in A, then b = Afat : t £ z} in 6\ 1• 
Then there is a (s-cBa)-f'ree quasi-extension of /A. 
Proof: Using theorem 3.1, we get a (s-cBa)-f'ree image {(181 c}) of /A. 
However, let ~ be the normal canpletion of A', and let cp be the induced 
map from A to c. Clearly ¢ is a s-cBa, and by the preservation above, 
cp is a 1-1 bolllomorphism f'ran IA to c. Hence, from property 4 of defini-
tion 1.8 applied to ((181 c}')1 there is a homomorphism • from 18 to ~ such 
that•. a-= cp• Hence c is 1-1. 
Theorem 4.2 Let E be a class of equations in the type of a s-cBa. If 
f (considered as a s-cBa) satisfies the equations E, then for any class 
x, there is a class X' such that X is equipollent with X', and there is 
a (E - s-cBa)-f'ree algebra on X'. 
Proof': Apply theorem 3.1 with the class of equations consisting ot E 
and the s-cBa equations, and A = {(X ; ) ) f T of the type ot s-cBa.' s 
to get ((18,a)) which is a tree (E - s-cBa)-tree iJnage of A. If we can 
show that a is 1-1, we are done as then 18 is an (E - s-cBa.)-tree alge-
bra on a "x. Suppose u, v € X, u ,I v. Let cp : X -+ 2 be de tined by 
(4.3) cp(x) • ~ ~ ~ ~ • 
By property 4 of' definition 1 .8 for ((IB1 c) ), there is a t 18 -+ 2 such 
that • • a• cp• But cp(u) ~ cp(v), so c(u) , a(v). ~ 
Contrast this with the Gaitlnan-Hales Theorem, which in our termin-
ology reads: 
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Theorem 4.5 It" is a regular cardinal, there is no (set (M.1 00)-distri-
butive cBa)-free algebra on a set of M generators. 
The reason theorem 4 .2 does not contradict this, is that Gaifman 
and Ha1es assumed that all of the Boo1ean algebras in question were sets; 
re-working the proof in the notation ot this chapter woul.d merely show 
that any 9UCh algebra is a proper class. 
Here is one last theorem proved exactly as theorem 4. 1 • 
Theorem 4.4 Let A be a partia1 set-canp1ete 1attice, and suppose 
IA' '"' ((A; "' v}) is a normally distributive lattice. Suppose also the 
partial operations ot A are preserved in"- 1 • Then there is a (distri-
butive aet-canp1ete lattice)-free quasi-extension of A. 
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CHAP.rER 2 Positive El.ementary Inductions in Reasonabl.e Structures 
Consider the tollowing well-known resul.t, trom [Banrise 1] and 
[ltlacbovald..s]: 
Theorem 1 It g is an almost acceptable structure, then K'm. (the induc-
tive cl.osure ordinal ot 'JJ) is equa1 to o C!R) (the ordinal. ot the smal.1est 
a.dmissibl.e set above !IR, or equival.ently, the recursive saturation ordi-
nal. ot IJJt) • Hence ,.,9 is admissi bl.e. 
Moscbovald.s bas shown that tor any 'fJt, M'm. is admissible or the limit 
ot a countabl.e sequence ot adllissible ordina.ls. 
In 19771 Barwiae [ B&rwiae 2] proved the tollowing theorem: 
Theorem 2 It K is a l.imit ot & sequence of &dmiasibl.e ordinal.a, then 
there is a structure !It such that M ~ • ". 
In this chapter, I introduce saturation ordinals p9 and p'!, to show: 
Theorem 3 1) For any g, Kg ~ p'_! ~ p9 • 2) It ~ is reasonable, 
H.'JJ. • p'!! • p'JJ.1 hence, ,,_'JJ. is admiaaible. 
Aa a corollary we have: 
Theorem 4 It Th~ admits recursive elimination ot quantitiers, o~ > 
w1 and !l:R hu an inductive definition with closure ordinal~ w1 then 
"'ffq > c&lo In particular, if 'Ill is a non-recursively saturated model of 
ACF, RCF or DCF, then J' > W• 
~ 1 • Saturation ordinal.a 
Let ID• (M;R,, ••• , Rt) be an infinite structure with finitely 
many relations, and~ functions or constants. As in [Moschovakis ], 
I.et K 'JI be the closure ordinal. ot the structure '11 ; 1. e. 1 the supremum of 
the cl.osure ordinal.a ot the positive first-order operators on~ Let 
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al.so o(tm) be the ord.1.nal ot the small.est admissible set above CJJI as in 
[ BarWise 1 ] • We shall introduce bel.ow sane ordinal.a associated w1 th !IR 
which measure in & sense its "saturation". We need to expl.ain some new 
notation tirat. 
Let a be a l.imit ordinal and let P' • (cpa (x,Y) : s < a} be an a-
sequence ot tol'IDUl.u ot ~ (where ..t, is the la.nguage of the structure !In) 
containing the seine list of' tree variables x, y (y = y1, ••• 1 ylt). Let 
a• (a., 1 •• • , ~) £If- and put p., (<f'e{x,&) : e < aJ. We sa;y pis an 
(n,a)-~ it the following conditions are satisfied: 
i) 7or each 8 < a, cpe E iia • L(a) n ~' where L(a) is the ath 
stage of' G&iel 'a constructible hierarcey-. 
ii) s ~ s' <a •!Ill~ (vx)[cpa,{x,&) ~ ([)
8
(x,&)J. 
iii) There is a list of exactly n variabl.es x, y, z, such that all. 
the tree and bound variabl.es of' each cps {x, Y) are among x, y, z. 
iv) The function a -+ ct>e is t 1 -detinable in L(a). 
As we will see in §21 the canplements ot the stages of a positive f'irst-
order inductive definition correspond to some typical. exampl.es ot 
(n,a)-types. 
Let ua call. CJJ1 (n,a)-recursive1y saturated if' for any (n,a)-type 
p - f cpe {x, &) : e < aJ, i:t' {"J e < a){lflt I- (:[x)CJ>e (x, &) ) , then 
CJJ1 ~ {ix) /\ rn {x, &) • Define p!IR to be the l.east a such that ~ is - a<a'I"~ n 
{n,a)-recursi vely saturated, p'f! ., sup "~' and pCJJI to be the least a such 
n 
that tor all. n, ~ is (n,a)-recursively saturated. It is reaaonab1e to 
call P'! the we&lt saturation ordinal. of "1 and ,,rm the saturation ordinal. 
of' g. It is clear that ~ ~ p'f'.• 
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~: For any 91 n E w1 p~ is a.dmissibl.e, of'JJ?. is admissibl.e, and p~ is 
admissibl.e or a limit of admissibl.es. 
Proof: Suppose a • p'JJ. or p: is not admissibl.e. Then there is a S < a 
( ) cot and a t 1 in L a tunction t such that f : f'.! ---+ a. Consider the l.east 
such ~· If there were an (n,~)-type P contradicting the definition of 
(n, a) -recur Si Ye aaturation Of 'J.n, lfi th p • { ~ (x, &) : V < a} I then p * a 
v 
£•6(x,&) : 6 <a}, with t6 • C!>(tbe l.east 'V such that :f'(y) > &)' contra-
dicts the definition of {n,a)-recursive saturation of fJJ?.• It tol.l.owa 
~ 9 9 that p , Pn are admissibl.e, and cl.earl.y then that p* is admissibl.e or a 
limit ot admissibl.es. 
§2. Ccmparing the c1oaure and saturation ordinal.a. 
The next theorem, which is the key resul.t of this chapter, shows 
that the cl.osure and both saturation ordinal.a coincide tor many natural. 
structures 'Dr· To make this precise, l.et us cal.l. a structure '-Jt reason-
~ if there is an inductive re1ation which is not byperel.ementa.ry, or 
equiva.l.entl.y, if there is a positive first-order operator on fJJ?. with 
cl.osure ord.ina.1 K 'SJ. 
Theorem 2.1 i) '!JI. !IR For a.ny structure !Dt, K ~ p* • 
11) For any reasonabl.e structure !1Jt, fJJ is (n,,.,'1l)-saturated tor all. 
n E w1 so that pcm~ H.'!ft• Hence p'lR -= p'! • K 'JJ, and so ,.,'111 is admissibl.e. 
Note: Part ii) of this theorem partiall.y answers a question of lit>scho-
vakis about the poasibl.e values of ,..'!JI.. Barwise [2] bas shown that there 
are structures g such that "''fl is a.ny countabl.e limit of admissibl.es, so 
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that sane assumption f'or part ii) is necessary. 
Proof': i) This proof' is similar to a conventional proof' that 
,._'m ~ o(g). Let cp(i,s) be a first-order positive operator. :rrom theorem 
4B.1 of' [Moschovakis], there is a.n operator 
t(i,s) +-+ (Q Z) (y U) (e(i', z, U) v s(U)) (each Q denotes g or y), 
with e quantifier-tree, such that f'or any a, I~• ~ • 
Define, by tra.nsif'inite recursion, formulas 
t~(x) .. (Q i)(v u)(e(i, z, u) v c~ i)(i" ... li" V t"(i))). 
v< e 
It is clear that tor any a, i € 1'; +-+ !fY! ~ ta(x), and, in addition, 
the map ~ ~ f' is t 1 in L(a) f'or any &dmisaib1e a. Let n be the number 
of' variables occuring (tree and bound) in the formulas.~. Let a-= p~· 
We wish to show that l\CJJll ~ a; i.e. 1 to show that there is no x € i: ..... I::. 
We know that x £ fl iff 
(I) 
Q z y u [e(i, z, U) v (:3: i)(i ... u A V tR(i))] 
e<a 
itt 
(*) Q Z y u V [ V [e(x, z, U) V (:3: x)(x • u A tV(i)))J 
e<a ~e 
Using the (np)-recursive saturation ot !1J.. we show that (*) ho1ds 
if'f 
(**) V Q: z vu c v Ce(x, z, U) v (:[ i)(i'. ii" .-"Ci))JJ, 
e<a "f=e 
which will give us our resu1t since (**) asserts that x € I<a • 
cp 
So we have 1ett only to move tbe quantifiers, one by one, past the 
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disjunction. The idea is essential~ due to Keisler [Keisler]. We show 
inductively that it {ea : ~<a} is an (n,a)-type, andlJR is (n,a)-recur-
sively saturated, and~ / .• • , ~ is any string ot quantifiers, then tar 
a.nym~k-1 1 
ift 
• • • ~vk V ..., e (u,V) v<e 'V 
"znTm. "zn+1 vm+l ~'fa ~2 vm+2 
~vk V ..., e (u,V). 
v<a v 
(Thia is what we need since the formula inside the brackets of (*) (far 
~<a) form a (n,a)-cotype, i.e., their negations form an (n,a)-type.) 
Far ~l • g the result is trivial.. For "zn+l • v we use Keisler's 
trick: It is trivial that (A) ~ (B), so we only have to prove (B) ~ (A). 
Treat v1, ••• , vm as parameters: Suppose 
'IR ii" v 'I v 1 • • • Q_ vk v ..., e (u, V) • 
a<a m+ ~ -re 'V 
Then 
!R ~ I\ g vm+l ll 2 v 2 ••• ~vk /\ e (u,V). [Where ~ "'m+ m+ ~a v 
i - :3:1 * -y). 
(n,a)-recursive saturation we have: 
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Hence -/..A) ~-, (B), so (A) <:$ (B). 
This gives us ll<Plf'l 5 p~ 5 p'!! tor an arbitrary first order positive opera-
!rlt '11 tor q:>I 80 K 5 p*• 
ii) Let g be a reasonabl.e structure. There is then an inductive 
definition q>(i,s) with cl.osure ordinal. K!rlt· To compl.ete the proof we 
'simul.ate•L~"')within g and use the construction to show that g is 
(n,K~ -•turated for all n. We know ([Noscbovakis]) that "''!JI. is admissible 
or a l.imit of admissibles; this fact will be needed for the foll.owing. 
Lemm.: There is a !"unction F from w.9 onto L(K~ such that if F(~) E F(a), 
there is a y < a such that F(~) • F(y) 1 and such that the following re-
lations are inductive: (Putting K = ,._~. 
a) T (u,m.., ... , m ) .._. u E I"' and P'( lul ) is a formula ri'l of L 
n l n cp ~ " 
with only n variables, free a.nd bound, v
1
, ••• , vn and 
'll ~ tCm,, • • ., mn) 
b) N (u, m.. , ••• I m ) ..... u E r" and F( I ul ) is a formula r tl of 
n l n q> cp 
~,., with onl.y n variables, free and bound, v1 , ••• , vn and 
~ V t(~ 1 • • •1 mn) 
c) T*(u,8) ..... u,sE I", andF(lul) is a6t> formula rtl OfJ*, 
cp cp la> 
* where L • {' 1 '), and F(lsl ) is a finite sequence, and 
(!) 
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d) N* (u, S) ..... u, B E t' a.nd F( I Ul ) is a 6c> f'ormu1a r tl of L * a.nd 
cp cp w 
F(lsl ) is a tinite sequence, and L(K) ~ t(F(lsl )). 
cp cp 
Tbe proof of tbe lemma will be given in an appendix. Given tbe 
l.emma, we proceed: 
Let E, • ( te (x,&) : e < K!m1 be an (n,K'l'R)-type, defined in L(K~ by a 
f'ormul.a t • r1 el C:t L(Kcm-, ~ (:?I U) ( e(e, t, u, z, I ••• I zq) I where e is a 
6c, f'ormul.a. and z11 ••• , zq E L(K~. Then, using the lemma, we can define 
an inductive relation 
M(x,y) .._. 9 ~ .., tlYI (x,&) (supressing parameters). 
tp 
Let p, q, and r be distinct elements ot 'm• As in [Moschovakis ], we 
create a sing1e inductive definition x(x, y, z, u, s) such that: 
i) (x1 y, P1 U) E f' +-t y £ { 1' 
'X. cp 
ii) There is a llo such that 
(:x:, y; q, ~> e: r"° ..... 'JI ~ .., t !'Y: I (:x:, &> 
'X. cp 
iii) (:x:, y, r, U) e: ~ ...... (yx)(:;ry)[ (x, y, p, U) e: I~ 
(x, y, q, U) e: r:aJ . 
Suppose now that E. were such that (y a < K) !IR ~ (~x>te (x, &) I but 
"' ~ :[X /\ tlll (x,&). I claim then that (r,r,r, uo) e: I 00 I but 
~ p 'X 
(r,r,r,~) J I~, so that l'\C.1'11 > K'JTI., a contradiction; hence we would be 
'X 
done. So nov, 
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..... (vx)(~Y)(y € r: & cnt ~..., tlYI (x,&)) 
q> 
H (:[~ < K}(yx}(:[Y)((x,y,p,~) € ~ & 
(x,y,q,~) € I~] 
... (:[~ < KHvxHm[Y' € r! ~ (x,y,q,u0) € r;J 
+-+ (~a< ttHvx)(~Y)[y £ ~ & ~ ~ ..., •!YI (x,&)] 
q> (!) 
..... (~f' < N.)(yx)(:B:v ~ ~)~ l' •.,.{x,&) J 
..... (~~ < k) cm l' {:_;ix) /\ • (x, &) 
'9 'V 
..... ..., (ve < ,,,) !Jt ~ (~x) •e (x,i), which was 
assumed false. ~ 
By the method.a of the next section, this resul.t can be extended to 
mode1s ~which have function symbols. 
§3 The cl.osure ordinal of non-recursively saturated structures. 
In thia section, !fJ can have :t'unction symbols. 
Lemma 1 It" is such that Th('JJ) admits recursive elimination of 
quantifiers, &nd!m is {n,w)-recursively saturated for every new, then 
int is recursive1y saturated. (See [Schlipf] for definitions of recur-
si ve1y saturated structures.) 
Proof The idea of this proof, is to find, tor any recursive w-type {a 
type satisfying conditions i) and iv) of an {n,w)-type), an me c.u and 
an (m,w)-type which tails to satisfy the conditions for (m,w)-recursive 
saturation, if the origina.1 type fails to satisfy the conditions for re-
cursive saturation. 
Let r • {C9m(x,&) m e Wl be a recursive W-type. Eliminate quanti-
f'iers to find {tm(x,&) : mew} such that lJJt ~ ~ ...... tm• and each tm is 
quantifier-tree. 
The next phase of' the proof is to eliminate function symbols, re-
placing them by the appropriate rele.tions, as the proof' in ~2 was on1y 
correct in the absence of function symbols. Find, for each k-ary re-
lation R of cnt, k new variable symbols J,l, ... , { ; tor each k-ary 
f' f f' f'. function f' of 1)1>1 2k new variable symbols u, , ... , ~, v1 1 ••• , vk, and 
• a new variable v 1 none of which occur in any tm. We w111 assign to any 
formula ti using on1y the variables of the tm's, a formula x with vari-
R t f' ., 
ables on1y among vi, u,, v1, v , and the variables of ti such that 
~ t .... 'X.' and the function symbols of '.JJI only appear in 'X. as 
v • f'(v
1
, ••• , vk), where v, v
1
, ••• , vk are variables. This allows us 
to replace v c f(v1, ••• , vk) by Rf (v,v1, ••• , vk), and we can treat lJl? 
u a relation&! system. 
By replacing each 
R(t1, ••• , tk) by (~~) ••• (~~)(R(~, ••• , V:> & 
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J: • t & ~ • t • • · · .lk • tk), and each 1 1 2 2 « 
t
1 
• t 2 by (:av·)(v • t 1 & v .. t 2 )), we can reduce t to an equiva.-
l.ent t / vbere functions only occur in atcmic form:ul.a.s of the form v .. t, 
where v is a variabl.e and t is a term. (The construction fol.lowing is 
esaentially due to Moschova.ld.s.) We now replace ea.ch formula v .. t by 
an equivalent :tormul.a using more va.riabl.es (the uf, vf ), but containing 
:f'unction symbol.a only as v • f(v1, •• • , vn) where the v's are variables. 
This is done by a complicated recursion. 
Let F( vat) • vat it t is a variabl.e symbol.. 
) ( f) f t t Let :r( 'V'll:t( t 1, ••• , ~ ) • ::rv1 • • • (gvk)( v • f( v1, ••• , vk) & 
f f) f t t t f 
(!irU,) • • • (~ (U, • v1 & • • • & ~ • vk ~ F(U, • t 1) & • • • 
Let :r(.., qi) • .., F(q>), and similarly for al.l. connectives and quantifiers. 
Let then x • F(.). 
This is a fairly ccmpl.icated method, so l.et us consider an exampl.e. 
Suppose 1JJt has a binary relation R, a unary function :t, and a binary 
function g, and l.et t by R(f(f(v0 )), g(g(v0,v1), g(v2 ,v3)). Then 
•'is (g~)(g{)(R(~, ~) & ~ • f(f(v0)) & ~ • g(g(v0,v1), g(v2 ,v3)). 
x then is: 
(g~)Ca{)(R(~,{> & 
(gvf)C~ • f(vf) & (~)Cuf • vf & (svf><uf • f(vf) & 
(~:t)Cuf • vf & uf • vo)))) & 
(~Hs'{H{ • g(1, '{> & C~Ha{Hu,8 • 1 & { • 1 & 
which is cl.early equivalent to •· 
We now associate by this procedure a 'tm to each •m such that 
~ tm +-+ 'Xm and Xm bas all its function symbols in the form 
* v • f'(v1, ••• , vk). Let !1J> be 1JY! with al1 k-ary functions replaced by 
* * (k+l )-ary relations, and construct Xm in ;!(im ) by the obvious replace-
* ment. Let 9it • /\ 'Xt. 
t<k 
Then (&it : k E w} is an (n,w)-type for san n, which satisfies the 
defining property of (n,w)-recursive saturation if and only if' 
[~ : m E w} satisfies the defining property for recursive saturation.~ 
Corolla.ry 1 It Th{W admits recursive elimination of quantifiers, !IR is 
not recursively saturated, and!JR has an inductive definition with clo-
sure ordinal~ cu, then "''Jn> w. 
Proof: suppose the hypothesis, and ,.,rm'"' w, then, clearly, IJlt is reason-
able, so ,..'!Jt s p.IJJI. from the theorem, but, by the above l.emma, as p'JJI = w, 
'J1t is recursively saturated, a contradiction. 
Corol.lary 2 If '1f is a non-recursively saturated model of ACF, RCF or 
DCF, then tf.'JJ > w. 
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Proof': All the assumptions of Corollary 1 are clear except the induc-
tive definition with closure ordinal >w. For ACF0, RCF, or DCF0, we 
coul.d take 
cp(x,R) +-+ x • 0 or (~y)(x = y + 1 & Ry), with closure ordinal w. 
However, tor ACFP, DCPP, we need a more canplicated formula: 
~(x,y,R) +-+ (Y • 0 & [x • 1 or (~z,w)(R(z,O) & R(w,O) & (x = z + w or 
x • z - w or x • z w or (w, 0 & x w = z))]) 
or y • 1 or (gz,w)(R(x,z) & R(w,O) & y • x z + w) 
It is apparent that 
(x,y) € I
00 
+-+ y is the value of a monic polynanial with algebraic coe:f'-
cp 
ticients at x ;hence 
(x,O) E I
00 
+-+ x is algebraic. This induction clearly cannot terminate 
cp 
in at a finite stage; hence lcol'1l~w· ~ 
We can use the example of' Kunen ([Moscbovakis], p. 1591 exercise 5) 
to show that the condition in Corol.le.ry 1 of the existence of' an induc-
tive definition with closure ordinal~, is necessary. Let If!!• (M;E), 
where E is an equivalence relation on M with exactly one equivalence 
cl.&as of each finite cardinality, a.nd no infinite equivalence classes. 
It can be shown that any first order positive inductive definition 
closes after a finite number of' stages, so that H."J'R = w. But, the type 
f<;ln(x) : n € w1, where <;ln(x) states that there are at least n elements 
equivalent to x, violates the definition of recursive saturation for !ft· 
Appendix 
Lemma There is a function F : ,,.'!JI ~ L(K~ such that F(,,) € F(a) .... 
(a y < a) F(IJ) = F(y) and such that the following relations are induc-
tive: 
a) T (u, m.., ••• , m ) .._. u € ! 00 and F( lul is a formula. r·ti of 
n l n ~ ~ 
~ with ozicy' n variables, free and bound, v11 ••• , vn and 
b) F (u, m.., ••• , m) ..._. u € ! 00 and F(lul ) is a formula r•l of 
n l n ~ ~ 
~ with only n variables, free and bound, v1, ••• , vn and 
c) T* (u, 8) +-+ u, s € I 00, F( lul ) is a ~ formula rtl of :t,*, 
~ w w 
F(lsl ) is a finite sequence and L(•'ln) ~ t(F(lsl )), 
~ ~ 
* [L s: {c}J. 
F(lsl ) is a finite sequence and L(~~ ~ t(F(lsl )). 
w m 
Proof We define -1, operators in a similar manner [Barwise 1 ], p. 63 
ff, as follows 
$
1 
(x, y, z) .. f x1 y} 
35 
:J3(x, y, z) • (x,y) 
~(x, y, z) = (z} 
:J5(x, y, z) • (z,(x,y)J 
.1e;(x, y, z) .. (z,x,y) 
:l7(x, y, z) • LJx 
.7'a(x, y, z) • x-y 
.19(x, y, z) • x x y 
.11o<x, y, z) "" 1)(x) 
3'1 t (x, y, z) IC ~(x) 
.112(x, y, z) • {<u, v, w) : (w,u,v) E X n Y n Zl 
.113(x, y, z) • ((u,w,v) : (W1U1V) E X n y n zJ 
.114 (x, y, z) so f (u,v) : U E X & V E y & U c V} 
.l"1 s<x, y, z) IC ((U1 V) : U E X ~ V E y & U E V} 
We define a. well-ordering on 16 x " x K x K by: 
(k,a, ,~,~) << (k' 1 CX{ ,a2,a3> i:f':f' max(CXi ,~,"3) < ma.x(CX{ ,~,~) 
or tn&x (<Xi , ~' "3) = max (CJ{, Cl.21 <l:3) 
and ("3 < 03 or ("3 • a3 and 
(a2 <~or 
(~ • a2 and (CXi < a{ or 
(<Xi • a{ and k < k') • • • ) 
Since " is a limit o:f' admisaibles, it is easily seen a.s in [Rubin], 
that the order type ot 16 x "' x K x K under << is "'' hence we can define 
a 1-1 order-preserving map J : K ... 16 x K x"' x k. Now, we can tinal.ly de-
tine F by transfinite recursion: 
F(cx) • r
~cx it (J(cx) )0 • o 
:fit(F(a, ),F(~) ,F(~)) it J(a) ... (k, <Xi, ~,a3). 
It can be shown (with a large amount of work as in [Ba.rwise 1 ] or 
[Rubin]) that F satieties the conditions of the lemma. Now, we go on to 
construct inductive definitions. First, we note that the relations 
i < *-y ... i E Im and (y I. Im or I XI < I YJ ) 
cp cp cp cp cp 
and 
i < *:; ... x E Im and (y I. I 00 or I ii < I 'YI ) 
-cp cp cp rp- co 
are inductive, aa shown in [Moschovakis] theorem 2A.2. It can easily 
* * be seen that, in a similar manner, the relations << and~ can be 
shmm to be inductive. Hence, using theorem. 2A.2 ot [Moschovak.is] 
again, we can define the function J inductively. We will now define 
relations Ei, E'
1
, E, E, I, and f such that 
1) x EY +-+ P'( Iii ) E !'( IYl ) 
cp cp 
2) i EY +-+ F(lil ) I. F(l'il ) 
cp cp 
3) i !Y ..... F( I ii > • P'( I YI > 
cp co 
4) i Iy ..... 1'( Iii ) " F( IY-1 ) 
q> "' 




I will give the inductive definitions f'or E
1
, E, E, I and I here. 
[k • OJ or 
- *-[ k .. 1 & x = y
1 
] or 
[k • 2 &: (i"' *~ or i .. *y-2)] or 
[k .. :3 & (J(i, 1, Y'1, Y'2 , Y'3 ) or J(i, 2, Y1, y2 , Y'3)] 
- *-[k • 4 & x • y
3
] or 
[k • s & i = '*73 or J(x, 3, y1, Y'2 , Y'3 )) J or 
[k - 6 & (J(i, 4, 'Y, I Y21 Y3) or J(x, s, Y',, Y2' Y3)) J 
[ k • 7 &: (:_;rZ) (i Ei z & z E1 Y, ) 
- - -~ 
[k .. 8 &: x Eiyl & x Ey2 J or 
Ck. 9 & (gU} c~V) (J(x, 3, u:, -v, o) & u: EiY'1 & Vi:1Y'2 > 1 
Cit. 10 & c~V) CM (J(w, 3, x, v, o) & ; :EY
1 
J or 
[k • 11 & (~faW)(J(w, :3, v, x, 0) & w EY, J or 
38 
ck • 12 & <~ c~V> CM c~t> (J(i, 6, v, w, U) &: 
ck • 13 & c~U) C:;rV> <P> c:irt> (J(x, 6, w-, v-, U) & 
Ck. 14 a: c~U)c~V>CuEY, &: vEY-2 & urv &: J(X,3,U,v,o))J 
or 
[ k • 15 & fa\i) (:;JV) ( u EY, & v Ey2 & u Ev & 
J(X, 3, u, v, 0)]) 
i' Ey ..... (gZ) (ZEiy & x IZ) 
x EY ...... (vZ) (Z'E1Y" or x lz) 
x Iy ...... (vz)(z ii x or z EY) & (vZ) (z EiY or z Ei) 
xfy ...... (~(zEi X& zEY) or (~Z)(zEiy & zEx). 
Using these definitions, it is easy to see that for any Et formula 
t(x., .•• , x ), the relation L(K~ ~ tCIY-1 I , IY-2 1 , ••• IY" I )1s in-1 n cp cp n (!) 
ductive. This completes the proof as the desired relations are t 1 as 
shown in the proposition v.1.6 of [Barwise 1 ]. ~ 
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